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Dockteatern Tittut (Puppet Theatre Peek-A-Boo) is a renowned award winning Stockholm based children’s theatre group, producing professional children’s theatre since 1977.

Bun & Bunny and all the feelings
(2–6 years)
An adaptation from the book by Ulf Stark and Charlotte Ramel

Dramatization & direction: Ingalill Ellung
Puppets, set design & costume: Annika Arnell
Music: Bengt Ernryd
Puppeteers: Annika From Borg & Sara Bexell

Bun and Bunny are best friends: “How strange - you hurt yourself, and still I am the one who feels hurt.” Their friendship is challenged and jealousy pounding in Bunny’s chest. Bunny runs away. Will the friends reunite?
We follow the two friends one day when jealousy, anger and anxiety mixes with the lovely feeling of regaining a friend.
“How lucky we got lost, so we could get back together again.”

“This is theatre, which even in its simplest form, is driven by a warm and heart pounding breath. A creativity characterized by what I call “Spirit” - the luminosity that takes you in, wanting to stay in the moment. What we are seeing is something that is difficult to properly describe, but which directly proves that yes - this is art.”

Dagens Nyheter

“Tittut takes the assignment seriously and does not shy to introduce the young audience for such a complex feeling as melancholy. Bengt Ernryds delicate music sets the tone.”

Expressen

“...careful handicraft of highest quality: In short, young children theater at its best!”

Svenska Dagbladet

Target group: 2-6 years
Length of performance: Appx. 40 mins.
Number of performances per day: 2
Audience size: Maximum 60 children, or 80 persons total
Number of performers: 2
Acting area:
minimum 5 x 5 meters
Ceiling clearance: 2,4 meters
Performance space:
Minimum 5 x 10 meters
Electricity required:
1 outlet @ 10 A
Blacked out windows? Yes

Time required to set up/strike: 2 hrs/1 hr
Need assistance with carrying? Yes, please!
Lodging: 2 single rooms (hotel - booked and paid for by sponsoring party)